CHARLES, LAUD AND WENTWORTH
speech in the House of Commons.'   It is impossible
to understand how this kind of view can be held
about a party which included men whose names are
already familiar in this present narrative.   Hampden
was a characteristic product of the class that furnished
the power of the Puritan movement, and it was a
class as highly cultivated and as sensitive to style as
the Court.    The most usual evidence advanced by
Royalist advocates in support of this aspect of their
plea is the King's patronage of the arts.   It is true
that  Charles   used  his   extensive   opportunities   to
indulge a fine taste, and his collections, gathered
together by agents in many parts of Europe, were a
tribute to his artistic sagacity.   At the same time, it
must be remembered that fine taste in these matters
was natural to the seventeenth century, and it was
not necessary to go to the royal palaces to see it in
operation.    It certainly was not the prerogative of
the Royalist or any other class.   There is not a great
house of the period that survives with its treasures
intact in which there is not ample evidence of the
instinctive culture that distinguished the age, and the
smaller houses on their more modest scale shared in
the general enlightenment.    Architecture, printing,
music, painting, the domestic crafts, costume, furni-
ture, in all these there was the design of a people who,
whatever their distractions, were still comely in their
artistic habits, and had not yet been debauched in
their   taste   by   mechanical   production.     It   was
enlightened of Charles to adorn his walls with Raphaels
and Titians and Michael Angelos, under the guidance
of a Vandyck and a Rubens,  but of greater signi-
ficance than this royal connoisseurship was the high
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